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The method chosen by the producer of the data bank greatly influences the design of the
computer system for handling the structures. Before considering further the requirements of
systems and the facilities provided it is necessary to consider the four methods of structure
representation in some detail.

IETHODS OF STRUCTURAL REPRESENTATION AND THEIR USE IN COIIPUTER SYSTEMS

Nomenclature
The two—dimensional structural diagram is the most explicit method of describing chemical
structures, but because of the problems of communicating diagrams in any other than a visual
media, numerous other methods of structural representation have been developed. The original
complement to the structure diagram, nomenclature, proved satisfactory until an individual
chemist became unable to keep track of all the compounds produced. Systematic names were
devised but the rules for producing a unique name for all compounds being prepared at the
present time are now so complex that it is almost impossible for one person to be familiar
with the rules. This leads to inconsistencies in naming compounds and consequent loss of
information when searching for specific compounds. In addition, nomenclature is not suit—
able for use in computer systems which require logical arrangement and conciseness. For
this reason, nomenclature as a form of structural representation in computer systems will
not be considered further.

Fragmentation
With the increase in the number of compounds, the demand for specific compounds decreased
and questions were directed to classes of compounds and partial structures. Searching for
structural fragments using nomenclature in a manual or computer—based system is very
difficult and the documentalist turned to methods of fragmenting a structure and assigning
several 'names' to one compound. Many different fragment codes have been developed, but
in each case a list of pre—determined structural units is devised and the compound is
coded by recording all the structural features which are present from the total list of
fragments. The structural units can be described in terms of names, such as phenyl, steroid,
sulphate, or in numerical terms where each number corresponds to a different structural
feature, but whichever method is used to record the units, they can be retrieved using the
same techniques employed in a text—based system. Fragment codes were thus widely adopted
as a method of storing chemical structures as they could be incorporated into existing
systems. However, in a fragment code only the occurrence of structural features is recorded
and not their relative positions and it is not possible to reconstruct the total structure
from a knowledge of the coded fragments. A fragment code is thus only a partial structural
representation and cannot be used for searches for specific structures or for substructures
that do not form part of the code itself. The greatest value of the fragment code lies in
its use as a screen to enable a large part of a file to be eliminated prior to a detailed
search. The molecular formula of a compound can be used as a screen when manually searching
an index for a specific structure, but the fragment code is able to provide a much more
discriminating screen prior to a substructure search which may contain only the most
frequently occurring elements.

A file of compounds coded by fragmentation methods can be used in a manual or computer—based

system. Originally, fragment code systems used punched cards, optical coincidence cards,
edge—notched cards or other similar devices. Using punched cards, each hole in the card
corresponded to a particular position and the cards were searched for a given fragment or
combination of fragments present in the same compound. The cards retrieved usually contained
a record of the two—dimensional structural diagram, the name of the structure and full
bibliographical details. These punched card systems could be directly converted to a
computer—based system and searched for the presence, or absence, of specified fragments.

Search programs in fragment code systems need to provide for Boolean logic in the expression
of the search question. For example, consider a search for:

Fragment A AND (Fragment B OR Fragment C)

but NOT Fragment D

Such a search would eliminate all compounds which contained fragment D and only select those
compounds which contained both fragment A and fragment B and those which contained fragment
A and fragment C. Some fragement codes also allow for the specification of the number of
fragments of a given type present in the compound, for example, the search question may
include the fact that the required structures must contain at least two NO2 groups.

Because it is not possible in any way to reconstruct the structural diagram from a knowledge
of the fragments, output from a fragment search can only be in terms of the information
recorded on the file, which is normally the full bibliographic details and the chemical name.

Notations

Since their inception, fragment codes have become more sophisticated and certain codes, such
as the GREMAS code used at IDC(-), have been enhanôed by the provision of links between
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fragments. However, fragment codes remain a method of pre—classification of the structures.
Even these more elaborate fragment systems do not preclude the need for a total structural
representation for a large number of substructure searches and for any detailed analysis

of files of structures where post—classification techniques are required.

Specialised chemical notations have been developed to describe structures both uniquely and
unambiguously in a concise string of symbols. Each symbol represents an atom and its
associated bonds or a group of chemically—related atoms and bonds. Ordering rules are used
to ensure that a unique notation is obtained for each structure. Notations, although less
meaningful to a chemist than nomenclature, can be used in a manual permuted index and are an

efficient method of input of structures into a computer—based system.

One of' the original notations was developed by Dr. 6. 1. Dyson (1,2). The rules used for
coding compounds were similar to those used for assigning systematic names and seniority
was given to rings and longest chains. Examples of' the Dyson notations for two compounds
are shown below:

CH3

HOOC—CH2CHCH2CH2CH2—NH—NH—CH2CH2CH3

Dyson notation: C6C,3.Q1:6/N2:2/C3 O—COCH2CH3

CH3
N

CH3

Dyson notation:

A6ZN,C,l,3.(XC3)4:4/66

It was the Dyson notation that was adopted by IUPAC (3), but at present the only main user
of this notation is Shell Research, Sittingbourne (4). The most widely used notation is the
WLN designed by W. J. Wiswesser (5). In this notation prominence is given to all non—
benzene ring systems and the compound is coded by taking a path through the molecule, the
direction of which is governed by ordering rules, and symbols are assigned to each functional
group in turn.

Examples of the Wiswesser Line—Formula Notation are shown below:

CHCH2 6 5
C6H5CONH—CHCONHCH—COOH I

CH2SH CHO

WLN: SH1YVQIIVY1R&IIVR WLN: T56 80 DO CHJ GVH

When using notations for input to a system, human errors in coding and key—punching are
inevitable. A satisfactory system must therefore provide for validation of the input
notations (6). Simple syntactical checks on a notation can be made, but validation is
usually performed by a molecular formula checker program in which an input molecular
formula is compared with one generated from the notation. Such a checker program will detect
most errors, but cannot detect errors in coding of position of substituents on a ring, for

example.

Notations are a total structural representation, which contain a degree of chemical
significance in the symbols used and there is therefore considerable scope for searching and
manipulating a file of notations. The symbols themselves are fragments with the additional
advantage that they are linked according to the relationship within the molecule. Slightly
modified conventional KWIC programs can be used to obtain computer listings of notations.
When the symbols of the notation are used as index points related compounds appear grouped
together in the same manner as an inverted file of chemical fragments. These permuted
indexes for manual consultation are valuable for substructure searching if the notation
files are not toO large, but when the number of compounds on the file exceeds about 100,000
the sheer volume of output from a permuted listing limits its usefulness and presents
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problems with updating.

File screening and many substructure searches can be performed by a string search of
notations. String search programs, which are available as standard software from many of
the computer manufacturers, include the usual AND, OR and NOT logic, with additional
facilities such as FOLLOWED BY and IGNORE. The IGNORE logic is particularly useful when
searching the WLN in which the position of substituents on a ring is coded by a locant
letter preceded by a space. Many of the letters have alternative meanings and to avoid
false drops it is necessary to exclude any letters preceded by a space.

A notation is frequently unintelligible to a chemist, and a list of notations is
unacceptable as output from a notation search. Structural diagrams can be provided as
output in one of two ways. The Co—ordinates of the 2—dimensional diagram can be stored for
each structure, thus enabling a structure which was input by a chemical typewriter or a
UDU to be reproduced directly prior to output. Alternatively, the structural diagram can
be generated automatically from a notation. The WLN is particularly suitable for generation
structure display by computer program because the largest ring in the structure appears
first in the notation and overprinting is reduced to a minimum (7). Overlapping of
substituents on rings can be avoided by a look—ahead procedure and by extending bonds where
necessary.

Connection tables

Although notations can be searched for both specific structures and partial structures, and
fragments can be generated from notations, it is not always possible to trace the required
path through a notation for a substructure search. For a detailed atom—by—atom search a
more explicit representation of the structure is necessary in which all the atoms and their
inter—connections can be immediately identified, as in a Connection Table. The simplest
form of connection table, the redundant connection table, is created by listing each atom,
excluding hydrogen atoms, in the structure in turn together with all its connections. This
form of connection table can be used to input structures to a computer and for atom—by—atom
searching, but beouse each atom—bond—atom pair is recorded twice, once for each atom in the
group, the redundant connection table must be compacted for storage and converted to a
unique representation for registration. Rules for creating a unique compact connection
table were devised at CAS (8), details of which will not be given here, but the two forms
of connection table are shown below:

Redundant connection table:

1 C 2 1

2 C 1 1 3 1 4 1

3 Cl 2 1
3Cl o6

4 C 2 1 5 1
CH —CH—CH —C—O—CH

5 C 4 1 6 2 7 1 1 2425783
6 0 5 2

7 0 5 1 8 1

8 C 7 1

Unique compact connection table:

C — —

C 1 1
8 4

O 1 1 Cl 0

O 1 2 CH —CH—CH2—C—O—CH32 136
C 2 1
C 3 1

C 5 1

Cl 5 1

A complete atom—by—atom search is very time—consuming, and must be preceded by an efficient
screen. Fragments for screening can be generated efficiently from the compact connection
table although they are in no way related to the chemical groups present in the molecule.
In connection tables such as those shown above, all chemical significance of the elements
is lost. Carbon is recorded as C regardless of whether it is singly or doubly bonded, in
a ring or a chain, part of an alkyl group or an acid group.
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IUPAC notation (4). Many computer manufacturers provide software for string searching, such
as ICL's FIND2 package.

Both the fragment code and string search systems use screening techniques which are related
to the chemical groups present in the molecule. When considering screens generated from
connection tables, however, the chemical significance is usually lost. Most of the work on
connection table screens has been carried out at Sheffield University under Professor 11. F.
Lynch (16) and his methods have been examined by UKCIS at Nottingham.

Structure manipulation techniques
Systems involving structure manipulation must be based on a total structure representation,
i.e. either a notation or a connection table. Ilany systems have been set—up to deal with
specific problems, but most of these systems contain a relatively small number of compounds
and do not require the registration and file screening techniques discussed above. A
notable example of such a system is Corey and Wipke's work on the design of synthetic
pathways (17). A number of sophisticated systems have been devised, for example, the DARC
system (18), Lederberg's Dendral system (19), and the Lefkovitz Mechanical Chemical Code (20)

To illustrate the breadth of services possible in systems using structure manipulation
techniques, details will now be given of two major systems, ICI's CROSSBOW system and the
Chemical Information System (CIS). The latter was written at N.I.H., Bethesda and has been
applied to the Cambridge X—Ray Crystal File. The ICI CROSSBOW system is in use in a number
of computer installations in Europe and North America. The N.I.H.' system is under examinat—
ion at Planchester University by Dr. 0. 5. Pulls, using the Cambridge file, and also adopted
for use with the Mass Spectral Search System, rlSSS, which is accessible internationally in
the Cyphernetics network. These two systems together cover the problems of retrieval from
large data banks and the need to manipulate structures at the three—dimensional level for
compound conformation and evaluation. A third major system, the IDC Aystem, will be
described separately.

A compound retrieval system which is suitable for structure manipulation and analysis
purposes must be a multi—part system. The system will require a structure to be represented
in different ways for the various manipulation techniques which must be applied. The three
systems to be described, CIS, CROSSBOW and IDC, fulfil these conditions.

The ICI CROSSBOW System

Input to CROSSBOW is by use of WLN, and after input the coded compound is first checked for
validity of coding using a checker program which checks molecular formula and some notation
syntax. The WLN of the compound is then examined for novelty in the file and if novel this
record is submitted to a fragmentation program which automatically assigns the fragments
from a pre—defined set. Both the fragments and, the WLN are then stored on a disc file for
on—line use. This file can be searched for individual compounds and linked to property
files to retrieve both the compound information and associated property data. The system
provides substructure retrieval facilities and the three levels of search are available when
answering users questions. The first level involves a fragment search and the second uses
string searching of the WLN. These levels have been designed to be complementary to each
other, and their main purpose is to reduce the file size efficiently. The third level of
search is an atom—by—atom search carried out on the sub—file produced by the two screening
levels of', search. Before compounds can be searched at the atom—by—atom level, the sub—file
is converted from the WLN form of representation to the CROSSBOW connection table form.
This connection table is automatically derived by program from the WLN. Unlike a normal
atom connection table it consists of chemical units which are symbols describing both the
atom and its associated bonds.

The use of chemical units greatly increases the speed of identification of specific atom
arrangements when compared with the normal connection table. In the CROSSBOW connection
table connectivity between adjacent atoms is assumed unless a statement to the contrary
occurs. This not onl reduces the size of stored records, but has the advantage that these
statements signal the terminal and branching atoms. Finally, the CROSSBOW connection table
stores the ring atoms of each ring together, and preserves the ring junction information
given in the WLN. Thus, the resulting connection table has important information recorded
which facilitates the compound manipulation necessary at the third level of search. At this
level of search the atom network of a molecule can be manipulated both for substructure

retrieval and structure analysis purposes. The connection table records produced for the
third level of search are also used to generate a two—dimensional structure display. This
is used at output when retrieved structures are printed onto 8" x 5" index cards along with
their associated property data.

The CROSSBOW system has been used for substructure retrieval purposes on files of half a
million compounds. The s'stem has been employed successfully to literature retrieval,
structure property, NMR C3 and to reaction analysis problems. Last year using both
structure and property files over 6,000 queries were answered by ICI's in—house system.
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N.I.H. Chemical Information System applied to the Cambridge X—Ray File
The N.I.H. system also provides various levels of search. The approach to the problem of
substructure searching is entirely different from ICI CROSSBOW. Firstly, the N.I.H. system
uses Chemical Abstracts connection tables for input, and secondly, the emphasis is on a self—
operation by the enquirer, whereas the ICI CROSSBOW system is primarily set—up to be operated
by information specialists. The N.I.H. system achieves this user interface by storing
records on compounds in a strict hierarchical order, particularly good for ring compounds.

By interrogating on—line under single parameters the enquirer can quickly set—up sub—files
of those compounds containing their desired structural features. He can repeat this on other
features building up sub—files which he can ultimately match to locate those compounds
containing all the desired components. Boolean logic can be applied when setting—up
questions. During the process of file interrogation, the user is kept informed of the number
of hits at each stage. Setting—up structural features as part of a question is relatively
easy, especially on a graphics terminal. Computer commands initiated at the terminal enable
the enquirer to build—up complex rings with substituent patterns. A structure display
programis available and facilities are provided for the enquirer to display hits sequentia—

lly.(2l)

Using the Cambridge X—Ray file questions can be formulated which include the use of co—ordin—
ates. Structure diagrams are then given spatial characteristics. It is possible to turn
this form of display through an axis to examine spatial relationships and then display in a
dpuble image for stereo viewing. Finally the selected viewing angle can be converted into
a molecular model form.

The CIS/X—Ray file was chosen as an example of a system based on connection tables because
it provides a scientist—based interrogation system with wide facilities. CIS is also being
applied to the MSSS Mass Spectra System which holds over 30,000 compounds. The facilities
of CIS have also been adapted to the National Cancer Institute (NCI) file of some 300,000
compounds submitted to screening tests. The NCI system uses Chemical Abstracts as a bureau
to register and hold the file. On—line retrieval of compounds and substructure enquiries is
possible and also a file of structures is held which provides structure diagram output on
a graphics terminal.

The development work carried out at NIH and applied to connection table files produced by
Chemical Abstracts provides an attractive way forward because it results in an on—line system
which can be handled directly by the scientist. For notation—based systems to be equally
attractive to users it will be necessary to provide a similar interrogation system to that
developed at NIH.

CONCLUSION

The full potential of structure searching and manipulation has not been exploited by the
commercial organizations, and commercial systems in use today do not claim to completely
cover the three main functions required of a system. it is possible that the need for such
a system does not exist universally and even if the need were established, it is doubtful
whether universal agreement could be obtained on the methods to adopt in the system. There
is a simple explanation for this situation. The global needs have never been evaluated and
nearly all progress in the field of structure systems has been made by individuals fulfilling
local needs, one of which is often the need to make a profit. Most of the techniques do exist
to enable a comprehensive system to be built up which would meet the diverse needs of
scientists. The major factors missing, however, are the assembly of structural data in a
unified form and the universal adoption of a registry system.
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Institute of Scientific Information: Index Chemicus Registry System
All novel compounds appearing in the publication Index Chemicus are coded into WLN and are
recorded on a file with the corresponding molecular formula, and the abstract and compound
numbers. The tape is produced monthly and is provided in conjunction with a bibliographic
tape. The monthly tape contains about 10,000 compounds and a cumulative file for retrospect-
ive searching is available which contains over 1 million compounds. A string search program,
RADIICAL, is available for use with these tapes.

Hansch Partition Coefficient Data File
At Pomona College, Hansch and his co—workers produce a tape file of structures, coded in
WLN, together with physical properties such as partition coefficient and PKA values. The
file contains about 6,000 compounds, updated six—monthly, the data for which is obtained from
the literature or directly from research workers. Structures are registered using the WLN
and this tape has also been linked to the CROSSBOW system.




